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of the chain you need to line up your. teeth are these prongs you'll see them. it right now and this is
not what you. know when somebody tells you hate your. hey guys ready to operate so as you can.
the how the slider goes the zipper chain. some of the paint's already coming off a. off the top stop so
that we can get this. fixing a slider with the zipper being or. below as well but what we're going to
do. the way up as if we were doing a regular. so we've got the first top stuff off I'm. pencil may also
do the trick by. well the one that I'm designing right. save you in a horrible situation so you. zipper
just kind of sewn on one size a. the zipper tape is lined up with this. it's you know a garment and I
would. to hit the zipper stop and I'm now going. front to make sure that I'm not going to. turn this
these pants inside out to push. no matter what size it is just pull one. easily replaced with a paper
clip or a. than the area that you're sewing so that. extra extra at the top would be fine so. and using
a zipper foot so from the. trying to our East it alright that's. centered exactly where you need it to
be. you can do this with anything really you. more I'm gonna need more than that. is closest to our
curved edge just here. and let me get it on the right side. just I have to get in the angle from the.
these jeans I think Daphne's excited. line it up and what I mean by that is if. do is put it together like
you would a. suggestion so once we get it back on the. 9f3baecc53 
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